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A newly elected member of the Académie française traditionally begins his or her
tenure in that body by delivering a tribute to the predecessor in the particular chair that
the newly elected member is to occupy. This custom has sometimes prevented some
French candidates from putting their names forward for particular chairs in the Académie
because they don’t want to praise a deceased predecessor whom they disliked. Academic
rage, not unlike love, is as strong as death, to paraphrase the Song of Songs (8:6). The
Laurence J. McGinley Chair in Religion and Society at Fordham University, however, is
not a chair in the Académie française, nor am I reluctant to praise my predecessor.
But I would be remiss in delivering this first McGinley lecture not to say a few
words as well about Father Laurence J. McGinley, S.J., after whom the Chair is named.
Father McGinley, President of Fordham University from 1949 to 1963, gathered together
(here) at Lincoln Center the Manhattan divisions of Fordham University. Father
McGinley envisioned what has become Fordham’s vibrant presence at the intellectual
heart of this great city, just north of what my generation still recalls as Hell’s Kitchen.
I.

Dulles and Smith: Curricula Vitae

Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J., who held the McGinley Chair for two decades,
taught me in three courses at Woodstock College in Maryland in the 1960s. Father
Dulles, as he was then, exercised a profound influence on many of his students. Born of a
New York Presbyterian family in 1918, by the age of 18 Avery Dulles considered himself
an agnostic. During his undergraduate years at Harvard he went through profound
intellectual and spiritual changes, converting to Catholicism just after graduating in 1940.
After a short stint in law school, followed by four years in the navy, Avery Dulles entered
the Society of Jesus in 1946. When his novitiate was completed he studied philosophy at
Woodstock for three years, taught undergraduate philosophy for two years at Fordham,
and then returned to Woodstock for four years of theological studies, during which he
was ordained a priest. Doctoral studies in theology followed at the Gregorian University
in Rome. Then Dulles taught at Woodstock for fourteen years and subsequently at
Catholic University in Washington for another fourteen years. He came back to Fordham
in 1988 for the newly-created McGinley Chair. His most famous writing over the years
approached the nature of the church, revelation and faith in terms of various models that
throw light on these subjects. Elevated to the College of Cardinals in 2001, Cardinal
Dulles died last December at the age of 90.
It was at Woodstock more than four decades ago that Avery Dulles directed me
towards graduate studies at Harvard in comparative religion and Islamic studies. He felt
that I would have much to learn under the tutelage of Wilfred Cantwell Smith, the
eminent Canadian historian of religion, whom we both first met at Woodstock in 1967.
Smith, born in Toronto in 1916, was raised Presbyterian, like Dulles. At the age of
17, however, Smith first visited Egypt and it opened up for him a wider world. Unlike
Dulles, Smith remained within the Calvinist tradition of Christianity all his life,
eventually being ordained during a lengthy sojourn in the 1940s as a teacher in Lahore,
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then still in India. A Social Gospel activist and President of the Student Christian
Movement as a youth, Smith also considered himself a socialist. His analysis of modern
Islam in India, which he submitted as a doctoral dissertation at Cambridge, was rejected
for its Marxism and anti-colonialism, stances not then popular at Cambridge. After
successfully completing in 1948 a different doctoral thesis at Princeton, Smith taught at
McGill University in Montreal, founding its Institute of Islamic Studies. In 1964 he
migrated to Harvard, where he taught the comparative history of religion and headed the
Center for the Study of World Religions. Retiring back to Canada permanently in 1984,
Smith died in February 2000 at the age of 83. It was Avery Dulles who took it in hand to
break the news to me, since I was far away in Africa at the time.
II.

Smith and Dulles on Faith

Both Cardinal Dulles and Professor Smith were particularly famous for their
writings on the subject of faith. This evening, together with my friends who are also
former students of Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Rabbi Polish and Professor Hussain, I would
like to explore some thoughts on the importance of the category of faith for promoting
intellectual and spiritual exchange among Jews, Christians and Muslims. I use the
neologism ‘trialogue’ for this particular form of inter-faith encounter.
I have been privileged over several decades to study the scriptural sources and
some of the subsequent theological development not only of the Jewish and Christian
traditions, but also, at least since 1968, of the Islamic tradition. Here in America I have
learned from Jews, and during many years in Africa I learned from Muslims. I have come
to realize over the years that we use many of the same religious categories in ways that
are in some sense the same and in some sense different. This evening I want to spell out
some of the similarities and differences in the Jewish, Christian and Muslim
understandings of faith, and to suggest why those similarities and differences can give us
hope for a future of mutual understanding.
What do we mean by faith? Both Cardinal Dulles and Professor Smith, as I just
mentioned, have written several books each with the word ‘faith’ in the title.i In this
evening’s forum I wish to sum up briefly the thought of Wilfred Cantwell Smith on faith,
as well as that of Avery Dulles, as a preliminary to describing how an understanding of
faith I will propose, somewhat different in scope, might help Jews, Christians and
Muslims of the present day to understand each other, to recognize our cousinship.
Wilfred Cantwell Smith, not unlike Paul Tillich, thought of faith as a term
characterizing all human openness to transcendent reality. Tillich famously characterized
faith as “the state of being ultimately concerned,”ii and Smith liked that definition,
although he found some ambiguity in it.iii For Smith, faith could not be reduced to belief
or beliefs. In an earlier work of his,iv he broke up the concept of religion into two
components: faith, characterized as a personal orientation to the transcendent Other, and
cumulative traditions, the various ways in which human beings have expressed their faith.
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For Christians the expression of their faith has often entailed the elaboration of
creeds, organized statements of the content of faith or beliefs. But liturgy, sacred music,
mysticism, asceticism and heroic charity have also played important roles as expressions
of faith within the cumulative tradition of Christianity, and sometimes more interestingly
than have creeds. We Western Christians are more devoted to Saint Francis of Assisi than
we are to Saint Cyril of Alexandria. (Eastern Christians, and especially Copts, might feel
differently.) But the ways in which human beings outside the Christian circle have
expressed their faith have not always been so creedal, so propositional, so concentrated
on orthodoxy of belief.
The faith of Jews and Muslims, for instance, has more commonly expressed itself
in life lived according to the Law: Torah or Shari‘a. The study of how this can and must
be done has provided Jews and Muslims with their central intellectual traditions. Both
Jews and Muslims have at times elaborated propositional creeds, but theology has been
less central to Judaism and Islam than it has been to Christianity. Christians often
misunderstand the cumulative traditions and Law-centered lives of observant Jews and
Muslims. Combating inter-faith misunderstanding of this sort will provide grist for the
mill I hope to be operating under the auspices of the McGinley Chair.
As Smith realized in historical studies of how the word ‘belief’ had changed since
the late sixteenth century, and most precipitously since the eighteenth century,v Englishspeaking Christians once could use the words ‘belief’ and ‘faith’ interchangeably, but in
subsequent eras, and especially as a result of Enlightenment skepticism, ‘belief’ or
‘beliefs’—increasingly defined as the formulations of the content of faith—went
intellectually downhill. This decline proved so steep that a 1966 Random House
dictionary used as an example of the word belief, “the belief that the world is flat.”vi
Although ‘belief’ and ‘believe’ are English cognates of the German belieben, to cherish
or hold dear, these words in English have come to designate over the last two centuries or
so something more tentative: ‘to hold an opinion,’ not always very strongly, and
sometimes quite erroneously.
Faith has no verbal form in English and can only be expressed in somewhat
awkward phrases like ‘I put my faith in,’ ‘I keep faith with,’ ‘I have faith in,’ ‘I pledge
my faith to.’ ‘Faith’ as a term maintains a stronger sense of the engagement of oneself
with another, one’s equal, at least, as in fidelity in marriage, or one’s superior, as when
one puts faith in God. The limitations of English in this matter, where faith and belief
have traveled separate paths in the last few centuries, are not the limitations of other
languages. In German, where the verb glauben and the noun Glaube have obviously
closer ties, translation into English of discourse on this subject is often faulty.vii
Perhaps because of his own restlessness with some of the more doctrinaire
elements of Calvinist Christianity and the theological certainties of some of his
missionary colleagues in India,viii Smith was eventually predisposed to think of faith as
something much more personal and individual,ix more deeply based in human experience
than any intellectual formulation of creedal affirmations or ideological axioms. Thus, as
early as 1962, Smith wrote:
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My faith is an act that I make, myself, naked before God. Just as there is no such
thing as Christianity (or Islam or Buddhism) . . . behind which the Christian (the
Muslim, the Buddhist) may shelter, which he may set between himself and the
terror and splendour and living concern of God, so there is no generic Christian
faith, no ‘Buddhist faith’, no ‘Hindu faith’, no ‘Jewish faith’. There is only my
faith and yours, and that of my Shinto friend, or my particular Jewish neighbour.x
Dulles was not entirely happy with Smith’s disjunction between faith and beliefs, implicit
in Smith’s distaste for phrases like ‘Christian faith,’ although he recognized that Smith’s
fellow Canadian and Dulles’ fellow Jesuit, Bernard Lonergan, held an opinion in his
later writings at least somewhat similar to that of Smith, although not entirely the same.xi
Dulles himself, in the concluding synthesis of his 1994 work on faith, summed up
his teaching on faith in several theses. As an anthropological reality, Dulles thought of
faith as “a constant feature of human cognition and existence,” the faith most of us have
in our laptops and their manufacturers. In theological terms, however—the only terms
that really interested him—Dulles conceived of faith as both cognitive and existential:
“Faith . . . is a self-surrender to God as he reveals himself.”xii Dulles insisted in this
context on the absolute priority of God as the one who invites human persons to faith:
By making himself discernibly present in human history by signs and symbols,
God calls men and women to participate in his own divine life. Faith in its full
and integral reality is more than a merely intellectual assent or an act of blind
trust. It is a complex act in which assent, trust, obedience and loving selfcommitment are interwoven.xiii
Both Smith and Dulles have concentrated on faith as a human response to the
divine, but Dulles understood this response more obviously within the mainline
theological tradition of Christianity. For Smith, faith is a universal human orientation to
the transcendent, not always focused so clearly on a personal God at work in history.
Whether this use of the term ‘faith’ to signify a universal human orientation is equally
valid across all religious frontiers I will not discuss this evening. I content myself with a
modest examination of faith in the scriptures revered by Jews, Christians and Muslims.

III.

Covenant and the Bilateral Nature of Faith

Understanding the bilateral nature of faith, its divine-human reciprocity as God’s
fidelity to humankind and humankind’s fidelity to God, can help us to see the unique
closeness of Jews, Christians and Muslims. By this bilateral, reciprocal nature of faith I
mean to suggest that the ultimate context of faith as a concept can be found in the divinehuman bonding that the Hebrew Bible calls covenant (bĕrît), the New Testament
develops as a new covenant (kainē diathēkē) and the Qur’ān calls mīthāq or ‘ahd.
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1. Faith and Covenant in the Hebrew Bible
Neither the five Books of the Torah nor the whole of the Hebrew Bible exhaust all
that the Jewish tradition for more than three millennia has thought about covenant and
faith. But it is essential to know precisely what the Hebrew Bible teaches about covenant
and faith. The Hebrew Bible, in an attempt to describe Israel’s relationship to its Lord,
may borrow imagery from a legal instrument used in the international law of ancient
times, the suzerainty covenant. The Sinai covenant (Exodus 20:1-17) and the Shechem
covenant (Joshua 24:2-27) seem in some generic sense to exemplify the literary influence
of such second-millennium B.C.E. suzerainty treaties,xiv but contemporary Neo-Assyrian
suzerainty treaties of the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.E. may more likely have
affected the literary form of Deuteronomy, written in the same era. Neo-Assyrian treaties
demand that vassal states accept Assyrian overlordship, insisting under pain of curse that
the people also accept the successor to the current Assyrian king. Deuteronomy brilliantly
adapts this treaty form to describe the relation of Israel to its true Suzerain.xv
Other covenant formularies can be found at prominent junctions throughout the
Hebrew Bible. Grant covenants in the Hebrew Bible have fewer detailed stipulations (or
commandments), most notable examples including the covenant God made with Noah
(Genesis 9: 1-17), with Abraham (Genesis 15: 1-21, Genesis 17: 1-27) and with David (2
Samuel 7:4-46). Parity covenants are covenants between equals, such as that between
Jonathan and David (1 Samuel 18:3-4, 20:8, 14-17).
The suzerainty covenants of the Hebrew Bible make grander claims than do the
suzerain-vassal treaties of the Near East, given the transcendent suzerainty of God and
the specially chosen status of Israel. The loyalty of Israel as vassal to God responds to the
prior choice of Israel by God. This preeminent loyalty of God is most dramatically
portrayed in the account of the renewal of the covenant of Sinai after Israel’s sin of
worshiping the golden calf. God’s naming of himself in the preamble to this renewed
covenant features what has been called in later Jewish tradition the thirteen attributes of
mercy,xvi showing God to be more merciful and more loyal to the covenant than might be
expected of any worldly suzerain dealing with a vassal: “The Lord! The Lord! a God
compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, abounding in kindness and faithfulness,
extending kindness to the thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and
sin (Exodus 34: 6-7a).xvii
The seventh and eight attributes of the Lord in this passage, esed we-’ĕmetrab-h
(“abounding in kindness and faithfulness” in the JPS translation),xviii can be described as
the core of God’s preeminent loyalty to the renewed covenant of Sinai. esedH and ’ĕmet
in combination are an example of what classical rhetoricians called hendiadys: one single
meaning intended by two words in combination.xix Thus the phrase may be translated as
loving fidelity or faithful love.xx The graciousness of God is demonstrated in God’s
extending a covenant to humankind. God’s unceasing fidelity to that covenant—God’s
‘truth’ in the sense of God remaining true to the divine promises—is what the phrase rabesed we-’ĕmeth denotes.
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Faith in the Hebrew Bible, then, originates in and is expressed most perfectly by
the prior initiative of a faithful and loving God, God’s esed we-’ĕmet.h Human faith in
God and Israel’s faith in God are finite responses to that prior faithful love of God. The
Ten Commandments are not so much important because of the originality of their content
as for their assertion that they are the words of God. Human obedience to those words
defines an Israelite as one covenanted with God.xxi The noun ‘faith’ (in Hebrew,
’ĕmûnah) occurs less frequently in the Hebrew Bible than forms of the verb with that triconsonantal root (’ālep-mêm-nûn).xxii This root basically connotes security of attachment
to, or safety of emplacement in or on, something outside the subject. Thus the human
ability to keep faith with God, to attach oneself entirely to God or to surrender oneself to
emplacement in or on the One who extends a covenant to creatures, is the central
narrative of the Hebrew Bible. Apt examples of this motif can be found throughout the
Hebrew Bible, most famously in the account of God showing Abraham the stars as a
promise of the extent of his progeny: “And because he [Abraham] put his trust in the
Lord, He [the Lord] reckoned it to his merit” (Genesis 15:6).xxiii In a notoriously difficult
passage in the prophet Isaiah, playing on the different significations of the tri-consonantal
root (’ālep-mêm-nûn), God speaks to the pusillanimous king of Judah, Ahaz, when that
king was confronted with the threat of the Syro-Ephraimite invasion of Judah in 735
B.C.E.: “If you do not stand firm in faith, you shall not stand at all” (Isaiah 7:9).xxiv
Faith in the Hebrew Bible, then, is not a set of beliefs, as Smith and many Jewish
authors have constantly insisted.xxv It manifests itself as a bilateral, reciprocal
relationship between God and human beings, with the suzerain esed we-’ĕmeth of God
eliciting and even demanding from human beings, as individuals or as a community, the
response of faith or fidelity. The word ’Âmên—repeated after each of the twelve curses
the people of Israel call down on themselves if they fail to keep the covenant as
delineated in Deuteronomy—symbolizes that response most dramatically (Deuteronomy
27:15-26). Although ’Âmên is often translated loosely as “So be it!,” it is actually
something much stronger, an oath of fidelity: “I put my faith in this,” or rather, and much
more importantly, “I pledge my fidelity to You.”
2. Faith and Covenant in the New Testament
If covenant is the central term of the Hebrew Bible, faith (pistis) and its related
verbal and adjectival cognates explode as terms in the New Testament.xxvi It is impossible
to understand the New Testament without understanding it as a document written in
Greek by Jews of the first century of the Common Era for whom covenant and faith are
related terms in the same cultural complex. Dissidents from the Sadducee and Pharisee
and Qumran interpretations of the Jewish tradition, these Messianic (or Christian) Jews
were convinced that the death and resurrection of Jesus had inaugurated the new
covenant proclaimed by Jeremiah: “See, a time is coming—declares the Lord—when I
will make a new covenant with the House of Israel and the House of Judah . . . I will put
My Teaching [Torah] into their inmost being and inscribe it upon their hearts. Then I will
be their God and they will be My people” (Jeremiah 31: 31, 33)xxvii
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In the accounts of Jesus in the Gospels of Mark, Matthew and Luke (the
Synoptics), faith is first and foremost faith in God, but usually mediated by Jesus.xxviii
There are in these usages of the term ‘faith’ elements of the parity covenant between
Jesus and those who seek his aid and the suzerainty and grant covenants between God
and human beings. The preaching of Jesus in Mark’s Gospel begins with a call to
repentance and discipleship: “The opportune moment is fulfilled; the reign of God has
drawn near; change your inmost being and put your faith in the Good Proclamation”
(Mark 1:15)xxix Although the phrase “put your faith in” in that verse is normally
translated in English as “believe in,” the covenantal—indeed new covenantal—sense of
this inaugural proclamation of what Jesus and the Gospel writer intend needs more
emphasis. Note the stress on metanoia, a radical change of mind consistent with the first
Christians’ understanding of Jeremiah’s “new covenant” and the Torah the Lord would
put “into their inmost being,” inscribing it “upon their hearts.”xxx
A peculiar usage of Jesus in the Synoptics is the way certain radical sayings of
Jesus are prefaced by the word ‘Amen,’ a word normally found at the end of prayers:
“Amen, I tell you.”xxxi In John’s Gospel that phrase is doubled for greater emphasis:
“Amen, amen, I tell you.”xxxii Often translated ‘truly’ or ‘truly, truly,’ the peculiarity of
this usage seems to signify the independence of Jesus as a teacher, deriving his teaching
not from a previous authority but from his own intimate relationship with God.xxxiii
Normally I would leave the Hebrew and Aramaic words in the Greek New Testament
untranslated, but I would prefer, if translating ‘Amen,’ to indicate that an ‘Amen’ placed
before a statement underlines what follows, laying great emphasis on the teaching,
implicitly insisting: “Put your faith in this.” The frequent repetition of this introductory
phrase points to the growing New Testament tendency to refer to Jesus as the one who
inaugurates a new covenant, one centered on a transformation and internalization of the
Torah: “Amen, I tell you, until heaven and earth pass away, not one yod, not one fraction
of a letter, will pass away from the Torah until all of it is accomplished” (Matthew 5:18).
Paul, in a very difficult sentence to translate, refers to Jesus himself as in some
sense our ‘Amen’ to God, our pledge of fidelity to the Suzerain who extends a covenant
to us: “In him [Jesus] every one of God’s promises is a ‘Yes.’ Wherefore, it is through
him that the ‘Amen’ [is given] to God on our behalf for the glory [of God]” (2
Corinthians 1:20). This sentence of Paul may also correspond to the curious clause in
Greek found in Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians and elsewherexxxiv that can be translated
literally as follows: “The human being is not set at rights with God by deeds according to
the Torah but rather through the fidelity of Jesus Christ” (Galatians 2:16).”xxxv In the
Christian tradition it is Jesus who keeps the covenant with God perfectly. But it is a
faithful God who initiates the calling of creatures into this covenant: “God is faithful
through whom you have been called into the companionship of his son, the Messiah
Jesus, our Lord” (1 Corinthians 1:9). By baptism into Jesus—incorporation by the
graciousness of God into companionship with him—the Christian is enabled, despite
many lapses, to keep faith with God.
John’s Gospel, probably one of the last works in the New Testament to reach its
present editorial completion, rivals the work of Paul in its usage of forms of the verb ‘to
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keep faith’ (pisteuein), but never uses the substantive ‘faith’ (pistis), which occurs 142
times in the corpus attributed to Paul. In the Fourth Gospel, ‘keeping faith’ is something
one does or does not do, not an abstract concept.xxxvi
Interestingly enough, the Book of Revelation, a work apparently emanating from
the circle of the Beloved Disciple, a key figure in John’s Gospel, characterizes Jesus at
one point as the quintessence of faith: “To the Angel of the Assembly in Laodicea, write
[the following]: ‘Thus says the Amen, the witness both faithful and loyal, ‘the Beginning
of God’s Creation’” (Revelation 3:14).xxxvii As the New Testament meditates more at
length on the early Church’s experience of Jesus, it begins to understand him as a preexistent expression of God’s Selfhood, the eternal Word and Light of God who pitches
his tent in the midst of humanity (John 1: 1-18). According to the New Testament, the
fidelity or faith of Jesus introduces all of humanity into an eternal covenant with God. For
the Messianic Jews who attached themselves to the following of Jesus, the bilateral
nature of the covenant relationship was in some sense transcended in a divine-human
unilateral covenant: God and humanity united in Jesus the Messiah.
3. Faith and Covenant in the Qur’ān
If covenant is the central term of the Hebrew Bible in its elaboration of the
relationship between a faithful God and sometimes faithful and sometimes faithless
vassals, and faith or keeping of faith lies at the core of the New Testament’s account of
the new covenant consummated in the union of God and humanity in Jesus, the verbal
noun īmān (‘keeping faith’) and other verbal and participial transformations of the Arabic
tri-consonantal root alif-mīm-nūn abound even more plentifully in the Qur’ān. Although
covenantal language is not as central to the Qur’ān as it is to the Hebrew Bible or even
the New Testament, it is far from lacking.xxxviii The word mīthāq occurs twenty-five times
in the Qur’ān and ‘ahd twenty-nine times. Words derived from the fourth form of the triconsonantal root alif-mīm-nūn, meaning either to afford security to someone or to put
one’s faith in someone or something,xxxix occur hundreds of times in the Qur’ān, even if
only forty-five times as the verbal noun, īmān.xl
One usage of the active participle mu’min in the Qur’ān that proves Smith’s
insistence that the word should not be translated as ‘believer’ comes in the enumeration
of thirteenxli attributes or praise-names of God as something of a concluding doxology of
ashrSūrat al-h, a passage not entirely unlike (although independent of) the earlier
mentioned thirteen attributes of mercy in the Hebrew Bible: “He is God (There is no
deity but He!) Who is the Ruler, the Holy One, the Source of Peace, the Faithful One [almu’min], the Guarantor of Faith, the August One, the Compelling One, the
Overwhelming One (Exalted be God above anything they may associate with Him). He is
God, the Maker, the Creator, the Shaper. To Him belong the best of names! (Everything
in the heavens and on earth exalts Him!) and he is the August One, the Wise One”
(Qur’ān 59:23-24).xlii
Not only is the name “the Faithful One” (al-mu’min) ascribed to God in this
passage significant for establishing a Quranic sense of God as the suzerain in a covenant,
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but the next attribute, al-muhaymin, which I have rendered as “the Guarantor of Faith,”
derives from the verb haimana which has as its most basic meaning, “to say ‘amen’.”xliii
God as the Guarantor of Faith says ‘Amen’ to those who pledge their faith, who say their
‘Amen’ to God. The word ‘Amen’ (in Arabic, either amīn or āmīn) never occurs in the
Qur’ān, but Sunnī Muslims conclude the recitation of the aSūrat al-Fātih, the opening
passage of the Qur’ān and the most frequently uttered prayer of Muslims, with a
communal Āmīn. This usage also characterizes the conclusion of an individual Muslim’s
prayer of petition (du‘ā’).xliv A Syrian legal scholar of the seventh century of the Muslim
calendar and the thirteenth century C.E. who was also a mystic, al-Nawawī, has left to
posterity not only a legal corpus but also a much used book of devotions in which he
wrote of the uniqueness of Āmīn in Muslim practice: “It is an approved custom that the
Āmīn of those led in worship shall be said with that of the imām, neither before nor after.
And this is the only place in the prayer-rite where the word of the worshipper is united
with that of the imām, for in the other utterances he shall follow after the imām.”xlv
This mutual pledge of faith between God and humanity implicit in at least some
of the attributes or names of God—a covenant initiated by God—is most vividly depicted
in the Qur’ān’s account of what later Muslim mystics have called the Yawm Alastu (the
Day of ‘Am I not?’). It occurs just after a passage in which God rebukes the people of
Israel for their infidelity to “the covenant of the Book” (mīthāq al-kitāb). Precisely at this
point the Qur’ān turns Muhammad’s attention to a covenant in which all of humanity is
invited to respond to God. A literal translation of this passage is difficult: “When your
Lord took from the children of Adam—from their loins—their offspring, and made them
bear witness for themselves [to what God said:]: ‘Am I not yourxlvi Lord?’, they said,
‘Yes, we have born witness,’ lest you say on the day of resurrection, ‘Indeed, we were
ignorant about this,’ or you say, ‘It was only our forefathers who alleged that there were
partners [in the Godhead] in times past, before we were their offspring after them. Will
You destroy us because of what those liars did?” (Qur’ān 7:172-173). Annemarie
Schimmel, for many years a colleague of Smith’s at Harvard and a great specialist on
Sufism, wrote of this “primordial covenant” that it has “impressed the religious
conscience of the Muslims, and especially the Muslim mystics, more than any other idea.
Here is the starting point for their understanding of free will and predestination, of
election and acceptance, of God’s eternal power and man’s loving response and
promise.”xlvii The primordial covenant attested in the Qur’ān, like the covenant extended
to Noah in the Hebrew Bible, is offered to all of humanity without exception.
For Muslims Islam is the religion of nature (rafit). ammad that “every infant is
born according toA saying is attributed to Muh rafit (ra‘alà-’l-fit); i.e., Allāh’s kind or
way of creating; ‘on God’s plan’ . . . then his parents make him a Jew or a Christian or a
Magian.”xlviii This saying has many levels of significance in the Islamic tradition, not
excluding one concerned with questions of inheritance by a child orphaned before he or
she has reached the age of discretion. Reflecting on this saying in the context of the
primordial covenant of the Yawm Alastu, however, it might also be suggested that this
saying of Muhammad opens a path towards inter-faith understanding. Each one of us—
whatever our present faith commitment or community—was taken by God from the loins
of the children of Adam and given a fundamental choice: to accept God or to reject God.
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Is it too optimistic of me to suggest that what unites not only Jews, Christians and
Muslims but all of humanity seeking the meaning of existence is that all of us, obscurely
but somehow realistically, have entered into existence or continue to enter into existence
responding to the Lordship of God with an enthusiastic, indeed a joyful “Yes, we have
born witness”?
IV.

Amen: Concluding Reflection

As many here present who have known me for a while will realize, I have lived
for twenty-six years in Africa, principally in Nigeria and Ghana. Had I not worked
mainly in universities, secondary schools and other English-speaking settings, I might
have learned more of local languages than I did. But I still remember something of two
West African languages: Yoruba, spoken in southwestern Nigeria by about 30 million
people, and Fante (Mfantsi), a dialect of the Akan language that is spoken by half of
Ghana’s 23 million citizens. Great missionary linguists of the nineteenth century,
indigenous clergy like Samuel Ajayi Crowther and David Asante as well as expatriates
like Johann Gottlieb Christaller, helped to create the Christian religious vocabulary of the
Yoruba and the Akan.xlix
There are many insights into the Scriptures that I have gained from the translation
work of these pioneers and their successors. One relevant to my subject this evening can
be found in the words chosen to translate the Hebrew and Greek words for faith. In
neither language were the translators able to communicate verbally the mutuality of faith
between a faithful God and the faithful people with whom God enters into covenant. But
the words for faith in Yoruba and Fante both capture something of the unique openness
of human faith, its essential reciprocity with a transcendent Partner in covenant.
The Yoruba word for faith is ìgbàgbó made up of the words gbà and gbó,
‘taking’ and ‘hearing.’ The cognitive bias of that translation—‘taking what one hears’—
is complemented by the mutuality implied between the divine Giver of covenant and the
human recipient. The Fante word for faith, less cognitive than the Yoruba, is gyèdzi,
derived from gyè and dzi, ‘taking’ and ‘eating.’ But in each case, whether through
hearing or eating, the faithful are thought to appropriate, to take into themselves the Selfdisclosure, the Self-gift of God.l
The philosopher Martin Buber famously wrote that “the primary word I-Thou can
only be spoken with the whole being.”li Faith is the ultimate form of I-Thou in the Jewish,
Christian and Muslim traditions. The I of God discloses the Selfhood of the Holy One to
the Thou of the human being, establishing a bond that exceeds all our human imagining, a
covenant. Likewise, the I of the human being responds to the Thou of a Self-disclosing
God, a God who offers the possibility of covenant. God speaks the divine Amen to you
and to me in covenant, enabling us to speak our Amen to God in return.
Can we Jews, Christians and Muslims acknowledge our common heritage of
covenant with and fidelity to God, and God’s covenant with and fidelity to us, despite our
radical differences? To the possibility of such acknowledgement I hope to devote my
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tenure in the McGinley Chair, seeking common ground on which we Jews and Christians
and Muslims can recognize each other as men and women of faith in the Holy One.
’Âmên. Amēn. Āmīn.
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Amen

Rabbi Daniel Polish

Allow me, please, first a personal word. It is a great honor to be sharing this
moment of remarkable accomplishment with my friend Father Pat Ryan. It does carry
me back to the days when both of us had the honor of sitting at the feet of Wilfred
Cantwell Smith. To be here with him as ascends this distinguished Chair in Religion and
Society is an honor, I doubt either of us could have envisioned that lifetime ago. I thank
Pat for including me in this inaugural exercise and I thank Fordham University for its
hospitality.
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What have we learned from Father Ryan this evening, it seems to me he has
presented nothing less than a phenomenology of faith much as Rudolf Otto presented a
phenomenology of the concept “Holy”. In pursuing the meaning of this fundamental
concept he has reflected on the ways it is articulated in the three Abrahamic traditions.
But he has done a brave and essential thing in identifying it as meaning essentially the
same thing within each of them—namely the awareness of living in reciprocal
relationship with G-d. This perspective has profound implications to which I shall return
at the conclusion of these remarks.
Given the theme, my task becomes to reflect on the particular way the
phenomenon of faith is expressed, and lived, in the Jewish tradition. As you might
expect, Jewish tradition has a lot to say about faith expressed in its own idiom. First, I
quite agree with Pat that Jewish faith must not be understood in terms of creedal
affirmations or linear systematic formulations of belief. As an aside, I would go so far as
to venture the opinion that that mode of expression of faith does not characterize Islam
either, or the various expressions of the Hindu or Buddhist traditions. Which suggests
that faith understood in creedal terms is, among what we call the “world religions”, a
modality that is uniquely characteristic of the Christian tradition. While a Christian
assessment of Jewish faith might involve the assertion that Judaism is “creedally weak”,
the reciprocal evaluation of the Christian tradition could be that it is “creedally intense”.
Jewish religious understanding seems, as a result, to be much more comfortable with
ambiguities, and even internal inconsistencies, than the more creedally rigorous Christian
tradition.
The closest the Biblical and subsequent Jewish tradition have to a creedal
formulation are the words of Deuteronomy 6:4 which have come to be called the Shma:
“Hear O Israel the Lord our G-d, the Lord is one.” Jews assert G-d’s oneness—but
creedally remain essentially reticent about saying much more. Jews came to see
themselves as literally willing to die for this affirmation—a subject to which we will
return shortly—but would not append further affirmations to it.
And yet if Jewish religion is, in the main, non-creedal, it should not be imagined
that Jewish faith is some kind of sterile deism. On the contrary, Jewish religious life is, as
Father Ryan asserted, based on a sense of reciprocal relationship. This relationship is
traditionally expressed in terms of Covenant with its mutual responsibilities on both
sides. In the first place, as Father Ryan has already stated, this does find expression in the
collectivity. It is the people as a whole which is the second party in the covenant. This is
reflected in the fact that the vast majority of Jewish prayers are written in the plural, such
as the opening of the first of the prayers in the central prayers of any service, “Blessed
are You O Lord, our G-d and G-d of our fathers”. In affirming the covenant, the Jew
attests both to his or her faith in G-d and to his or her awareness of belonging to the
covenant people. In the liturgy for Yom Kippur/the Day of Atonement, even the
confession of sins is done communally and in the plural—“for the sin which we have
sinned against You by….” This communal vision is expressed very powerfully in the
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formula with Jews are instructed to offer condolences to the recently bereaved, which
asserts, “may HaMakom comfort you along with all the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem
But it would be a mistake to assume that because of this sense of shared
participation in the Covenant there is no intensely personal component in the Jewish idea
of faith. In addition to seeing the Biblical narrative as the account of the collective
historical experience of the people, Jews also find in it the intensely personal engagement
with G-d of all the Biblical personages: our fathers and mothers, Moses, the prophets, and
others. The Biblical text is also read to imply that such a powerful personal relationship
can be ours.
This same intensely personal quality has carried over to the fabric of Jewish
spiritual life. It is reflected in so much of the Jewish liturgical tradition such as two which
will be cited here. Echoing the personalism of Psalms are the words of the prayer whose
recitation is mandated as the very first prayer the Jew recites in the morning -- indeed,
which is the very first action Jews perform in the day:
I acknowledge before You, O King who lives and endures forever
That You have restored my souls within me out of mercy
Great is your emuna/faithfulness to me
My G-d the soul which You have implanted within me
Is a pure one
You have created it. You have fashioned it
You have breathed it into me
You preserve it within me….
The whole time that the soul is within me
I will praise You
O Lord my G-d and G-d of my fathers….
.This personalist dimension of Jewish piety exists side by side with the sense of faith
deriving from the collective participation in the Covenant. Both are authentic strands of
the Jewish fabric of faith.
This personal relationship is more than an intellectual stance, it has an emotional
component. For Jews, no less than for Christians, the relationship with G-d is fairly
characterized as love—which expresses itself in ways which may seem unrecognizable to
Christians. As Father Ryan has noted what Christians call “law” has a very different
valence for Jews. No doubt, for Christians, Paul’s depiction of Halacha makes it appear a
burden and an impediment to any real relationship with G-d. For Jews, those very actions
represent an expression of devotion and love. In the Jewish tradition, fulfillment of the
Mitzvot/Commandments does not replace a relationship. Rather it testifies to one’s
awareness of living in that relationship.
At the core of Father Ryan’s phenomenology of faith is the idea of reciprocity.
And that quality is abundantly present in the manifestation of faith within Jewish
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tradition. What is most striking in this regard is the notion that the attributes that are
ascribed to G-d are also regarded as appropriate aspirations for those who would be
faithful to G-d. This reciprocity is attested to both in the Bible and in post-Biblical
Judaism. In the Bible it is stated most explicitly in Leviticus 19: “You shall be holy, for I
the Lord your G-d am holy.” By the same token, all the qualities of G-d articulated in
Psalms are similarly mandated for the worshippers of G-d. G-d is, and human beings are
summoned to be: chasid/faithful, tzadik/just, rachum/merciful. The highest qualities of
G-d are to be reciprocated in human behavior.
Perhaps the most remarkable expression of this reciprocity involves even the very
oneness of G-d that is the very ground affirmation of Jewish faith. Yet even in regard to
that quality, human beings are involved in a reciprocal relationship. Jews are called on
l’yached et Shmo/to unify G-d’s name. By their very faithfulness to G-d, Jews make G-d
one. In the late Middle Ages this phrase took on the specific meaning of offering one’s
life in what in other traditions is called martyrdom. When people sacrifice their life for Gd, their act serves to bring unity to G-d’s very name. Kabbalah/the mystical strand of the
Jewish tradition offers an even more radical image of this reciprocity. In the Kabbalistic
cosmogony, the creation of the universe was brought about by the shattering of G-d’s
essential unity. Sparks of the divine became embedded in the material husks of all that
exists. The challenge for the pious is to release those sparks from the matter that
imprisons them. Tikkun Olam/the perfection of the world involves the action of humans
literally resulting in the reunification of G-d. It is human effort, in this construct, that
makes G-d one.
Perhaps the most audacious aspect of the Jewish model of faith is the notion,
present in the Jewish rendition of reciprocity, that G-d and human beings are literally
partners. Such an assertion is not found in the Bible itself. It enters the Jewish thought
universe with the rabbis and has colored the way in which the rabbis—and those who
follow them—read the Bible. It has become a constitutive part of Jewish faith.
Paradoxically it was a Catholic president of the United States who most perfectly
captured this fundamental Jewish value when John F. Kennedy stated, “here on earth, Gd’s work must truly be our own.” The idea has its roots firmly planted in ancient Jewish
soil.
A consistent thread runs through rabbinic thought that affirms that G-d created the
world but left it incomplete. G-d’s purposes for the world need to be fulfilled by the
actions of G-d’s human creatures. Before a meal, Jews recite the prayer that states,
“Blessed art Thou, O Lord our G-d who brings forth bread from the earth”. The rabbis
point out that G-d created wheat. But it is dependent on human beings to harvest it, grind
it into wheat, and bake it before G-d can be praised for “bringing forth bread from the
earth”. G-d created flax and wool. But it is dependent on human beings to harvest it,
prepare it, turn it into fabric and weave clothes. (numerous sources). Similarly:
The tree does not produce fruit if it is not fertilized, weeded and plowed
[by the farmer] …the tree that produces fruit cannot live but dies if it is
not given water…
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(Midrash Shmuel, chapter 4)
Indeed, one line of rabbinic teaching goes even further: G-d intentionally left
imperfections in G-d’s creation. For what purpose? In order that humans might be able to
do their part to make the world whole. Following this thread of Jewish thought, faith
extends to the perception of ourselves as partners with G-d in the fulfillment of G-d’s
design for creation.
And so: faith in the Jewish tradition. It does not express itself in creedal
formulation. But it is hardly a matter of insignificance to the Jewish soul. Rather it entails
a sense of intense relatedness to G-d, both in terms of membership in a covenant people
and in the most personal and intimate manner. That faith becomes the template of the
Jew’s entire life, shaping every aspect of his or her life. It is the Jew’s faith that directs
their way in the world and challenges them to the partnership through which the wounded
world can be made whole.
In closing let me circle back to where we began, I must share my own sense of the
great significance of Father Ryan’s remarks. In the dialogue or trialogue we have tended
to speak about history or about traditions in the sense that Smith uses the term. We seem
to scrupulously avoid what is at the core or our respective religious lives: faith. Pat
suggests that when we meet—in the fullest sense of the word—as people of faith we meet
in a commonality that transcends the confines of the historic realities that have so often
divided us in the most painful way or the traditions which enrich us and provide the
vehicles by which we express our faith; but, at the same time, set us apart from one
another. In recognizing the commonality of our experience of faith, we may come to
recognize how we are joined in the most profound way. And so I echo Father Ryan in the
hope that we come to see that most profound commonality highlighted among us as we
come together.
Amen and Amen

Amen and Āmīn: Faith and Muslims

Amir Hussain

Greetings and good evening, al-salaamu alaikum wa rahmatullahi wa
barakatahu, peace be upon you and the Mercy and Blessings of God. I am honoured,
delighted and humbled to stand before you to offer a brief response to the wonderful
inaugural McGinley lecture that we heard from Fr. Ryan. Let me begin with the words
that Wilfred Cantwell Smith delivered almost exactly 60 years ago today (Dec. 8, 1949)
in his inaugural lecture at McGill University, entitled “The comparative study of
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religion”, “There are two elements in the feeling, close to awe, with which I am touched
in assuming the charge that has been entrusted to me here…”. For Professor Smith, those
two elements were honour and gratitude, and like him, I am honoured and grateful to be
here. A very simple and sincere “Thank you” to all of you here. I need to single out Sr.
Anne-Marie Kirmse for her help with the arrangements, and of course to Fr. Ryan for
inviting me to respond to his lecture.
The simple and perhaps the most correct response would be for me to say amen
and āmīn and then sit back down. However, since we are in New York and I am from Los
Angeles, that might raise doubts in your mind about the intellectual rigour of Angelinos.
So let me say a few words that might remove those doubts, although in which direction, I
am uncertain.
I knew Cardinal Dulles only through his writings, and so I am privileged to learn
about his person from Fr. Ryan. Let me say a few words about Professor Smith before
talking about comparative theology and concluding with some words on faith.
For six years, Professor and Mrs. Smith lived in Lahore, the city of my birth.
They learned about Muslims not simply through the study of texts, but from living with
Muslims. And they did this over sixty years ago, decades before the current scholarly
trend towards long-term participant observation. I am reminded of words that Edward
Seidensticker (the first translator of the Nobel Prize winner Kawabata Yasunari) spoke
about Kawabata at a lecture here in New York City on October 18, 1990: “He stands at
the cutting edge of the traditional, or at the point where the traditional and the new and
modern intersect, or at the head of the march pulling the traditional into the future”.
It is the study of Muslims, not just Islam, which is important here. Let me return
to his inaugural lecture 60 years ago. He said: “Religion in any vital sense – or anyway,
religion as the subject matter of our study – is not the rites, symbols, doctrines, etc., of the
system; but what these mean to a man. What he does with them: and what they do to him.
Religion lies somewhere in the interaction between men and their religious
material…Furthermore, for those who will join me in discarding the essentialist view, to
enter the continuing community is to accept the past tradition not as binding, but simply
as past tradition. That tradition is open: the future is ours. The future of Christianity lies
with Christians; the future of Islam with Muslims.”
One of Wilfred’s most important books was 1981’s Towards a World Theology.
The subtitle of the book reflected Professor Smith’s life-long work, “Faith and the
Comparative History of Religion”. In that book, he argued that our various religions
traditions were best understood when taken together, or to use his words, “that their
several histories, individually already complex, can be understood, and indeed can be
understood better, and in the end can be understood only, in terms of each other: as
strands in a still more complex whole. What they have in common is that the history of
each has been what it has been in significant part because the history of the others has
been what it has been. This truth is newly discovered; yet truth it is, truth it has
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throughout been. Things proceeded in this interrelated way for many centuries without
humanity’s being aware of it; certainly not fully aware of it. A new, and itself
interconnected, development is that currently humankind is becoming aware of it, in
various communities”.li That is exactly what Fr. Ryan is trying to do here, to promote
interfaith dialogue and understanding. To show the deep connections in our religious
history, Professor Smith began the book with the story of Leo Tolstoy, his Confession
written in 1879 and published in 1884.
How many of you are familiar with Tolstoy and the story of his “conversion”
from a worldly life to a life of ascetic service? The story that converted him was the story
of Barlaam (the hermit) and Josaphat (the Indian prince). In the story, the Indian prince
Josaphat is converted from a life of worldly power to the search for moral and spiritual
truths by Barlaam, a Sinai desert monk. Tolstoy learned the story from the Russian
Orthodox Church. However, it was not a Russian story, as the Russian Church got it from
the Byzantine Church. But it was not a Byzantine story, either, as it came to the
Byzantine Church from the Muslims. But the story did not originate with Muslims, as
Muslims in Central Asia learned it from Manichees. And in the end, finally, it was not a
Manichean story, as the Manichees got it from Buddhists. The tale of Barlaam and
Josaphat is in fact a story of the Buddha. Bodhisattva becomes “Bodasaf” in Manichean
versions, “Josaphat” in later tellings of the tale.
However, Wilfred’s genius was not in simply pointing to the history of this story,
but to how it moved forward in time. Those who know Tolstoy know that he was an
influence on a young Indian lawyer, Mahatma Gandhi, who founded Tolstoy farm in
Durban in 1910. And those that know Gandhi know that the story does not end with him.
Gandhi was an influence on a young African American minister, the Reverend Martin
Luther King, Jr. The story shows that we are connected to each other, both forwards and
backwards in time.
And it is important to note that the kind of dialogue in which we are engaging
here is happening around the Muslim world, not just in North America. In 2007, based
out of Jordan, a number of Muslim scholars, clerics and intellectuals issued a call to
Christian leaders with the publication of the document A Common Word Between Us and
You. That document calls Christians and Muslims into dialogue based on the two great
commandments in each tradition (found for example in Mark 12:28-32), love of God and
love of one’s neighbour. These, of course, both enter Christianity and Islam through the
Jewish tradition. In 2008, Saudi Arabia sponsored conferences on dialogue for Muslims
in Mecca, and for Muslims and non-Muslims together in Madrid. In January of this year,
I was one of a dozen Muslim scholars from the US and the UK who were invited to a
conference at Al-Azhar University in Cairo on bridges of dialogue between the most
important university in the Sunni Muslim world and the West. That conference also had
Jewish and Christian participants.
There are a number of initiatives happening at Jesuit universities. In 1995, the 34th
General Congregation recommended the creation in the General Curia of the Jesuits of a
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Secretariat for Interreligious Dialogue. It also recommended the establishment in the
Gregorian University in Rome of an institute for the study of religions and cultures, as
well as making the Jesuit house in Jerusalem a centre for study and dialogue with Jews
and Muslims. It was our friend, Fr. Tom Michel, SJ, who directed that secretariat. This
message of interfaith dialogue continued with the 35th General Congregation in 2008. In
2008, there was a conference on the Common Word document held in honour of Fr.
Michel at Georgetown University, with a publication edited by John Borelli.
In the comparative study of religion, it is crucial that we have our categories
correct. Wilfred wrote, for example, not only on connections between the Bible and
Qur’an, but more properly between Jesus Christ for Christians and the Qur’an for
Muslims. Or theology for Muslims and philosophy of religion for Christians, or the
Christian concept of the Spirit and Qur’anic notion of God as al-Hādi, or the guide. As
Fr. Ryan has pointed out, faith is the appropriate category of comparison in all three
traditions.
In describing faith in the Qur’an, Professor Smith wrote: “Faith is something that
people do more than it is something people have; although one may primarily say that it
pertains to something that people are, or become. The Qur’an presents, in reverberatingly
engaging fashion, a dramatic challenge wherein God’s terror and mercy, simultaneously,
are proclaimed to humankind, whereby we are offered the option of accepting or rejecting
His self-disclosure of the terms on which He, as Creator and Ruler of the world and of us,
has set in our lives”.li
Later, he wrote: “The positive response, equally dynamic, is called ‘faith’, īmān.
The kāfir, the ingrate, is he who says ‘no’ to God; and the mu’min, ‘the man of faith’, is
he who accepts, who says ‘yes’. As the theologians subsequently explain, īmān, faith, is
self-commitment: it means, and is said to mean, almost precisely s’engager. I was very
interested to discover Najm al-Dīn al-Taftāzāni, perhaps my favourite mutakallim, while
writing in Arabic, resorting to the Persian word giravīdan to explain faith, just as modern
existentialists writing in English resort to the French words s’engager, engagement. And
the French word gage is exactly equivalent with the Persian word girav. Another
interpretation that I have heard is that just as the word ‘amen’ in English, from this same
root via Hebrew, or āmīn in Arabic, is used at the end of a congregational prayer or
worship service as an act whereby the congregation participates, in its turn, in what the
leader has done or said, accepting it then for themselves or incorporating themselves into
his act, saying ‘yes’ to it, so the mu’min, the man of faith, the yes-sayer, the amen-sayer,
is he who volunteers, who says “I, too’.”li
Let me bring my words to a close with another writer who spent formative years
in India, Salman Rushdie, who in 1982 published his magisterial essay about colonial and
post-colonial literature “Imaginary Homelands”. Rushdie ended that essay with a
reference to a book that Saul Bellow published that same year, The Dean’s December:
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There’s a beautiful image in Saul Bellow’s latest novel, The Dean’s December.
The central character, the Dean, Corde, hears a dog barking wildly somewhere. He
imagines that the barking is the dog’s protest against the limit of dog experience. ‘For
God’s sake,’ the dog is saying, ‘open the universe a little more!’ And because Bellow is,
of course, not really talking about dogs, or not only about dogs, I have the feeling that the
dog’s rage, and its desire, is also mine, ours, everyone’s. ‘For God’s sake, open the
universe a little more!’”li
This is my hope that through Fr. Ryan’s tenure as the McGinley Professor in
Religion and Society at Fordham University that we open the universe a little more.
Thank you.
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